
Djs Duet RICH BITCH (Russia, St.Petersburg) 

Love, passion, freedom and excitement - all the emotions can bring You the music...  
Two young, ambitious and talented girls can show you the way to an unbelievable and magic world of House.  
Their music and energy don't leave indifferent even sophisticated clubbers.  
Always full of inspiration and ideas, Rich Bitch surprise public with their works and sets(mixes "Barbie's Suicide", 
"The paradise & Hell "," A crazy fairy tale" and so on…). 
  
In April 2008, Rich Bitch made their first CD, called "Toxic". The presentation of "Toxic" was held in the best night 
club in St-Petersburg, and was unbelievably successful.  
In October 2008 Rich Bitch made their second CD - "Bitch FUCKTORY". The presentation of it was held in the 
biggest club if St-Petersburg. Thanks to Girls efforts, people remembered this night forever not only for great 
music and unforgettable fun, but also for huge queues of clubbers on the enter...  
In December 2008 Alex and Kate won an award in Annual Ceremony of Best Night Promo Awards, as the best dj 
duet 2008. 
 
In March 2009 dj duet shocked the clubber with a scandalous CD "Barbies Suicide".  
Rich Bitch are the youngest djs who had a one year tour in France. They had worked in the best clubs of Paris, 
Marseille, Nice, Corse, la Roshelle, Lyon, Cambrai, Toulon, Avignon, Juan les Pins, Lille, Denkerque and others.  
In 2010 Alex and Kate took part in the festival Sensation White (Russia, Saint-Petersburg).  
Now dj Duet sucessfully work in the night-clubs all over Russia and Europe, Morocco and Turkey.  
 
Thanks to astonishing energy, qualitative music, talent and great show, Rich Bitch are always an EXPLOSION on 
the party. 
 
Mixes,Tracks -  
http://soundcloud.com/dj-duet-rich-bitch/tracks 
http://soundcloud.com/dj-duet-rich-bitch/summer-memories-1  

Myspace http://www.myspace.com/richbitchpron 

Video  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3O3HC5-wtbc 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKTTS5e81lE 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGOCjDgqBp  OFFICIAL VIDEOCLIP 

 
Djs Duet RICH BITCH (Russia, St.Petersburg) – 1000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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DJ ALIYANA (Russia, St. Petersburg) 

The fine girl loving a glamour, riches and the luxury having excellent musical taste and executed feelings and emotions – 
all it Dj Aliyana. Its sets are dynamical and exclusive, its musical compilations differ refinement and beauty, like Aliane. 
The magnificent power and mad dynamics invariably accompany its performances. One more distinctive feature Dj 
Aliyana is its absolute multiformats, from it is possible to hear both rhythms R’n’B, and a rigid techno. The irreproachable 
feeling of the public, full return to public during performances and an impetuous drive of the girl don't allow to feet to be 
at a stop and give a dancing enchanting spectacle to its listeners. 

The career Dj Aliyana of the beginning in 2005. The basic direction of its creativity at that point in time were Hip-Hop and 
R’n’B. Thanks to the talent and persistence for short enough term Dj Aliyana has achieved considerable heights on a club 
scene. Its works have crowned release of the first album «Can I kick It» with support of Timati and Black Star which 
presentation consisted of two parts: the first has passed in St.-Petersburg in club "Maestro", the second in Moscow in 
club «Black October». During R’n’B the project cooperated with MC Profit with which has written down some tracks 
which have entered into a debut album. 

Also, during residing at Moscow Aljana had experience on television - You worked as the correspondent in the program 
«won't believe» on NTV television channel in cooperation with the known leader and showman Leonid Zakashansky. 

Since 2007 Dj Aliyana, has replaced glamour (Moscow) * a party and commercial music on (Petersburg) * a conceptual 
club sound and chamber parties. Having started to play techno, Dj Aliyana has once again proved many-sided nature of 
the creative nature and conclusive professionalism dj work, despite rather short career. Has taken part in Anton Numark 
project and DJ Amigo "Unreal Babes" in which structure played parties in Portugal in the cities of Porto and Montelebro. Also went on tour across France, in Cannes 
played club restaurant "Bali". Now conducts active tour activity on cities of Russia and the near abroad. Since recent time consists in the perspective musical 
community I-Tech Sound System, formed Dj Sasha Cactus for advancement of noncommercial qualitative electronic music, is the resident of parties I-Tech. 

Demo mix  http://depositfiles.com/files/blk171ccc 
 
Video   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msWQ8VZWIhE 
   
DJ ALIYANA (Russia, St. Petersburg) – 1000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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BABY DJ`s Strip DJ Show (Russia, Saratov)  

Tandem of two charming girls of DJs Viki Lo and Ksy XXL.  

Back 2 back behind the revolving objects, playing styles from Club to Progressive House. Sets are sated by energy beauty 
and sexuality, after all they not simply talented musicians, these girls - bright and remembered sexy-show on a scene! 
The music drive underlined by tremendous plastic arts and a sexual choreography - indifferent isn't present! The project 
started in the end 2009го and Engels, Syzran, Marx, Kamyshin, Balakovo, Tambov, was already remembered by 
Volsk bright to performances in the cities of Saratovs...  

BABY DJ ` s - PASSION MUSIC!  

Demo Mix it is possible to download on: http://depositfiles.com/files/tc2mw7neo 

Video link:   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_UtKYMCp1Y 

 
 
Baby Dj’s (Russia) – from 500 Euro (for 1 djane) and from 900 Euro (for the couple) + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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T-DJ Aurika (Ukraine) 

Topless DJ show "Need for Speed Project"- New name in the world of club culture, but had time to 
win heart of many judges of music. DJ Forsage and Topless DJ Aurika have united rather recently - in 
2009, but already had time to prove as interesting and many-sided show. 
 

In each performance they perfectly well combine game behind the panel and topless-show, and it 
doesn't affect at all quality of sets, and on the contrary does their unforgettable and high-grade for 
perception of public that favorably allocates them among others DJ. Them distinguishes not only 
musical talent, but also faultless appearance, grace, mad power that should subdue you at first sight! 
Their each performance charms and pleases, not only your hearing, but also an eye. They with ease 
show the magnificent technics of game, and also tremendous plastic arts and elegance of a female 
and man's body. 

 

Now Topless DJ show "Need for Speed Project" is one of the most perspective and interesting shows. 
Each performance is in own way unique and unique! Qualitative music, qualitative show is all about 
THEM! 

T-DJ Aurika (Ukraine) -1.500 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dj Shar.K. (St. Petersburg, Russia) 

Beauty and Elegance in symbiosis with perfect mixing of groovy electro-house songs always with the direct impulse 
to put the sounds themselves in motion, that´s probably the best description for her performance. In line with her 
career as a model, for example for the Playboy, she will become the highlight of any event. To her breathtaking 
appearance comes the talent for deejaying and the ability to merge both in one booking.         A delight for all 
senses!!!! 

In Russia long time no longer a secret and known from many TV, video and radio productions and now we want to 
push open the door and penetrate together into Europe. Her collaboration with many leading operators and 
projects in Russia, for example: 

- J. Miloslavsky (Arena Club, ESСOBAR, Opium) 

- Popov and Jet-Set Holding: (Jet-SET Club, Marlboro MXTronica, Be Red Party) 

and her legendary Erotic Show "Ballet Cream Girls" make her a professional show act! 

Booking possible as Live Topless Dj Performance or Singular Female Dj Act. 

 

Demo Mix it is possible to download on: http://depositfiles.com/files/tbl5z7es2 

Dj Shar.K. (St. Petersburg, Russia) -1.000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 

Photos here - http://depositfiles.com/files/nx7ojhmtk  
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LANA KENOBY (St. Petersburg, Russia) 
House (progressive, tech, commercial) 
 
Girl… Is wearing the sound, 
Keeps the secret of the dancefloor. 
Lots of faces 
And myriads of masks… 
 
Lana Kenoby’s artistic breakthrough has started from residency at one of the best (and maybe the first) pre-
party clubs of Saint Petersburg — gorgeous 7 Sky Bar where Lana developed as a DJ. According to her story, 
well-known Russian DJ Dmitry Chernov with his wise advices and invaluable support played a huge role in 
evolution of her musical career. 
 
Stunning technics with excellent musical taste, fabulous feeling of the dance floor, beauty and incredible 
charm (such a charm that every single man will lose his head looking at Lana) made Lana Kenoby one of the 
most popular, successful and desired girl DJs in Saint Petersburg and whole Russia. 
 
Unlike a lot of colleagues trying to be trendy Lana plays only those tracks that she likes. She prefers tech house, progressive and vocal house. Her sound is always 
up-to-date and 100% dance floor oriented. Today she loves production by Oliver Koletzki, Boris Brejcha and Format:B to name a few. 
 
Lana Kenoby is never satisfied with what has already been achieved. She’s steadfastly moving forward. Every weekend she’s on tour playing both at small VIP 
parties for celebrities and massive festivals and raves. Lana regularly participates in worldwide known Kazantip festival, releases official mixes and compilations and 
produces her own music. Today Lana Kenoby is definitely one of the most interesting DJs on Russian club scene. 

Video link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8T3q_arc8k4  

Demo mix (Tech House) http://depositfiles.com/files/q32iecbcs   

LANA KENOBY (St. Petersburg, Russia) – 1.000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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T-Dj Vanilla Sky (Ukraine) 
 

Topless Dj Vanilla Sky began her career in summer 2008. She is young, ambitious and purposeful. DJing for her is a 
real art, and a glorious dancing past helps her to implement the confluence of a sensual dance with a club music. 
Result is amazing!!! Vanilla’s sexuality, impressive and defiant dresses, perfect body possession during dancing and, 
of course, a superb musical taste allow her to make the real shows out of the appearances! Work with public, 
knowledge of apparatus and material are her basic priorities. She plays Techno, Techno minimal, Minimal, Tech 
house, Electro, Deep Techno, Progressive, Electrohouse. Everything depends upon public preferences, club and party 
style… Explosive and positive energy of her sets remains in the hearts of listeners forever… 

 

 

 

More photos here: http://depositfiles.com/files/nmy8ew051 

Demo Mix it is possible to download on: http://depositfiles.com/files/5fy0ivrn4 

Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4g6tZxfCUU8  

T-Dj Vanilla Sky (Ukraine) - 1.000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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DJ Natasha Baccardi (St. Petersburg, Russia) 
 
Let’s light up the dance-floor!!! 

Reality, emotions, feelings, sensations…It’s impossible to experience all this just by tactile means or 
eyesight…The only way to taste it exists due to fruits of one’s soul creativity. Creativity is performance, image, 
energy, output. It’s necessary to give oneself totally, only in this case you can reach 100% success.. 

Unfortunately, such simple truth has been forgotten. Considering performance of some club Dj s, we can guess 
that for some scene performers’ it’s just convenient to forget about this. They have simplified their tasks up to 
the minimum – compiling a record, filling up pockets with a new royalty, going away…But isn’t it boring? It’s 
just stale, without a trace of personality. Just some of them know how to stay different from others, Original in 
the capital letter “O”.  Only those who live for their work, give themselves to the audience, breathe in time with 
the dance-floor can be called bright and really outstanding.  

Natasha Baccardi is a girl from Saint-Petersburg. What we can say about her is that she’s flying together with 
the fresh wind of souls of electronic music experts. Bright, easy to remember, stylish and touching…It seems 
like the most commonplace phrase “she makes people happy” was designed specially for her. Each 
performance is not just impeccable music selection, but also eccentric image full of harmony, dazzle look, and 
what’s more – inflammatory dance-show right behind the dj stand. Apart from amazing sound and visual 
presents, everyone who has ever visited her performance, was flooded with pure and warm emotions, making 
you forget any negative feelings ever stored in your soul. She leaves a trace in memory, it’s too difficult to 
forget her! Black-haired girl with innocent eyes, millions of watt of energy, perfect music compilation and 
exclusive costumes, each prepared for a new performance…She will flash by like a whirlwind through the 
country  and will prove that even among Djs gods exist…!!! 

Demo mix http://depositfiles.com/files/vyg8x3j0g  

Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxE6iWL2g9k  

DJ Natasha Baccardi (St. Petersburg, Russia) - 1.000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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Topless-Dj Lilu (Ukraine) 
  
T-Dj Lilu long time pleased all with the unsurpassed dances, erotic show. Once it have asked to stand behind the 
panel as a dummy with earlier written down set in role DJ. Becoming for it, Lilu has felt the hugest power 
proceeding from visitors of club, it very much liked this feeling. During that moment, Lilu has resolved to become 
the professional DJ and to give to people a positive.  
 
 
 
 
Its music is a merge of a rhythm and a creative, fascinating creation charming our reason and hearing.  
 
Its performance is always high-quality EXOTIC SHOW.  
 
It love, it admire, about it speak – T-Dj LILU - it is talented, beautiful, graceful, … and this list it is possible to 
continue, easier, certainly, to see all own eyes, to experience all which force of energy this girl. She is flares 
combines in itself incompatible - surprising and pleasing the spectator. 
 
Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paPUESxhRbo  
 
Topless-Dj Lilu (Ukraine)  - 1.500 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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DJ Flower (Hungary)  

Genres: vocal-house, electro-house 

Formerly: Playmate of the Year 2006 Hungary,   Miss Hawaiian Tropic 2007 
Hungary 

Past 

Flower is the DJ that makes hell breaks loose only with her appearance. At first she 
was only posing for the photographers at a DJ booth, but, from that moment on, 
no one listened to the official DJ guest. Actually, the music was playing from a mix 
CD and she was only acting as a DJ, but they didn’t even care about that. This kind 
of interest wasn’t new for her at all, but she certainly felt the energy she can free 
up with music. In that very moment she made her decision that she will learn all 
the mixing techniques to become a professional DJ. 

Present 

When it comes to music, Flower shows no mercy. Socialized in the most famous 
clubs of Budapest, her set’s essence is a fine blend of vocal-based electro, house 
and disco, sometimes twisted with a massive bassline from the techno-era. 
However her performances are also visual: show-like, spectacular and very much 
audience focused, that she regards as a very important factor besides her professional mixing technique and quality music. 

She’s been spinning with music since she was a teen. She fell in love with rhythm, so while her fellow models do mirror checks, she’s browsing the net searching for 
new sounds. She’s been playing for almost 4 years now in the best clubs all over the world. 

Future 

Coming from the beauty industry, and being a girl in this profession, it’s clear for her that she has to prove twice as much as a normal DJ to convince the doubters. 
Still have doubts? Check her and feel the Flower-power in the world’s most famous clubs and venues! 

Demo Mix it is possible to download on: http://depositfiles.com/files/9gmdcslvv 

Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nF3w1YzLTG4  

DJ Flower (Hungary)   - 2.000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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T-Djs duet SaxaR (Moscow, Russia) 

Music everything, music love one of the greatest pleasures in life. It is especially good, when it is combined 
with even great pleasure – beauty of a female body. 
SHOW blows topless DJs "SaxaR" is a bright sample of modern musical luxury, a glamour and sexuality 
synonym. 
Appearance, manner of behavior and belief of girls have made their legislators of hedonistic style in music. 
They love the body and don't hesitate of it to show, accompanying musical compositions frank demonstration 
of sexuality. 
Merge of lips in kisses and attracting nakedness of bodies, gives to musical sets of the note of erotic 
attractiveness.  
Their creativity is a combination of sexuality and correct taste to beauty of a body and virtuosity of the game, 
rallied in a faultless manner. 
Domination of bewitching corporal forms and quality of the musical maintenance causes delight and shakes. 
SaxaR is a first DJ-duet where refined dearness and sexuality of a female body is combined with conclusive 
talent. 
The put show and professional choreographic preparation does their brighter and remembered. 
 
The first in Russia of Show a duet topless DJs "SахаR" 
 
Demo Mix it is possible to download on: http://depositfiles.com/files/ul1i0m3u3 
 
 

T-Djs duet SaxaR (Moscow, Russia) - 1.500 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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Dj QueenZy (Moscow, Russia) 

From the childhood loved music and has found itself in it! 

Its congenital virtuosity, purposefulness, love to people and scene - these qualities have put "base" of the 
future successful actor. 

The purpose and calling - to give to people the sea of smiles and a positive! 

Dj Queenzy - has won success not only at night inhabitants of capital, but also in many cities of Russia, and 
other Countries!! On January, 10th, 2008 - Iren has risen for the first time for the decks, since that moment has 
passed all 2 years, for so short time it has reached very many, people are surprised to such success and ask: "as 
it was possible to it ?", she answers so: "It not good luck, it simply mine and to explain it is not possible! The 
talent which has been put in me since the early childhood, has revealed!".  

Dj QueenZy - the individual person amazing with the highest quality of dj sets. It not simply qualitatively 
works, and arranges the present show, for a second without losing contact to audience. The power, it charges 
all! It’s each set, transfers extreme force and an energy charge to all dancing!  

Its performances still whom hasn't left indifferent. It gives herself to music without the rest. Qualitative music 
from the bases and to this day - here a choice dj Queenzy!!!  

About DJ its music most brightly speaks! 

For today Dj QueenZy is not only, the talented musician, but also succeeding Art the director and the Organizer of actions in clubs of Moscow and the nearest 
Moscow suburbs....!!!  She has created the Promo Group: (_QZ _) QueenZy Promo Project 

Demo mix: http://depositfiles.com/files/ip8udh4q4  

Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXp5OycmEVY    

Dj QueenZy (Moscow, Russia) - 1.000 Euro + travel expenses (with travel manager) 
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BOOKING FORM 

Name of Event: ________________ 
Name of Venue: ________________ 
Location: ________________ 
Capacity: ________________ 
Door / Ticket price: ________________ 
Music policy: ________________ 
Doors open: ________________ 
Doors close: ________________ 
Set time: ________________ 
Dates available: ________________ 
Contact name: ________________ 
Contact mobile number: ________________ 
Contact email: ________________ 
Website page: ________________ 
Contact address: ________________ 
Nearest airport: ________________ 
Distance of club from airport: ________________ 
Tourist/Business/Artist Visa Needed prior to arrival: ________________ 
Work Permit Needed prior to arrival: ________________ 
DJs booked previously: ________________ 
DJs planned for the near future: ________________ 
Agencies worked with before: ________________ 
Sponsorship deals: ________________ 
 



 

 

CONTACTS  

e-mail: deniskin.promotion@gmail.com  

ICQ 442299947 

Phone\Fax:  +7 (812) 64 888 38 

Cell phone:   +7 (921) 99 888 28 

Skype: denis.deniskin 

http://PushMe.to/ddeniskin 

www.deniskin-promotion.com  

http://deniskin-promotion.pdj.ru  
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